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Across
2. a place where people are trained to give
emergency medical treatment
3. a helicopter
5. Air Force soldiers who are trained to make
rescues, give medical care, and fight in combat
6. people who live through an accident or disaster
7. people who are learning how to do something
by practicing
9. to secure a person’s arm or leg using a stiff
object to keep broken bones from moving around
10. special jobs
11. to jump out of a plane or helicopter using a
soft cloth attached to ropes to slow down the fall
15. a saying that states what someone believes in
16. areas of land from where the enemy fights
17. the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration; the group responsible for U.S.
activities in space
20. the military groups a country uses to protect
itself; in the United States these are the Army, the
Navy, the Air Force, and the Marines

Down
1. to lift up using a rope
2. a person who jumps out of airplanes or
helicopters in order to rescue people
4. created to last forever
8. a device that keeps something from sinking
12. a military and political terrorist group that
ruled Afghanistan from 1997 to 2001
13. fighting
14. a piece of land that separates two sides of a
street
18. soldiers who use planes or other aircraft
during war
19. the water in the air that collects on things that
are outside



Across
21. a round, flat hat made from a soft material
22. giving blood to an injured person
23. flying in place without moving up, down, or
side to side


